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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-274

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
0. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region V

1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Unit 2
Tube Steel Review
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Dear Mr. Martin:

This letter responds to a verbal request from the NRC Region V Staff on
July 17, 1984, regarding the existence of tube steel of suspect quality at
Diablo Canyon. The results of PGandE's review of this matter are presented in
the enclosure.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

J. . chuyler

cc: T. W. Bishop
D. G. Eisenhut
G. W. Knighton
H. E. Schierling
Service List
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-274

ENCLOSURE

TUBE STEEL REVIEW

On May 30, 1984, one eight-foot length of structural tubing of suspect quality
was found at Diablo Canyon Unit 2. This matter was raised as an issue in the
Joint Intervenors'eply to PGandE and NRC Staff Responses to Motions
Regarding Design guality Assurance, Construction (}uality Assurance, and
Licensee Character and Competence, dated June ll, 1984. PGandE responded to
this issue in PGandE letter No. DCL-84-239, dated June 26, 1984. On July 17,
1984, the NRC Region V Staff requested additional information on this
subject. This enclosure provides the requested information.

BACKGROUND

At the end of May, 1984, Pullman Power Products reported that an eight-foot
length of 3 X 3 X 1/4 inch structural steel tube of suspect quality was found
prior to installation. Two of the four corners of this tubing had a corner
radius less than twice the wall thickness (2T) and a mid-thickness lamination
or seam existed through the entire circumference. These discrepancies were
noted during shop fabrication cutting operations. This condition was
documented on Pullman Discrepancy Report (DR 8488) dated May 30, 1984. The
Disrepancy Report documents both the discrepant corner geometry and the
existence of a mid-thickness seam or lamination. This steel was provided by
HUB Inc., P.O. Box 125, Tucker, GA as specified by Pullman Power

Products'urchase

Order No. 7177-14817, Item A. Item A of this purchase order was for
a total of 1,000 feet of 3 X 3 X 1/4 inch, A-500, Grade B tube steel, which
was manufactured by Regal Tube Steel Company, Chicago, Illinois.
RESOLUTION

As a result of this finding, the following actions and investigations were
taken. First, the suspect material was rejected to prevent use. Second, it
was determined that ten 20-foot lengths (200') of the subject tube steel were
still stored in Pullman's Class 1 material storage area. Inspection confirmed
that this tube steel had proper corner dimensions. When pipe supports were
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~ fabricated from this 200 rhet of steel, the tubes were cu nd no

„ " '*laminationsl were identified by craft or gC on the cut ends. This is
significant because the lamination in the eight-foot length of tubing of
suspect quality was revealed by cutting. activity.

Prior to identification of the length of tubing of suspect quality, 128 pipe
supports, utilizing approximately 710 feet of this tube steel, were installed
in Unit 2. This was determined as a result of a comprehensive review of
construction documentation to determine the use and location of this tube'teel for the fabrication of pipe supports. These pipe supports were
identified and inspection verified proper corner geometry in all cases.
Pieces of the eight-foot length of rejected tube steel were used by the
inspectors for comparison. During the inspection program, no visible
laminations were reported nor were any laminations identified in the course of
the installation process.

Since a positive identification exists fot material used for pipe supports, it
was determined that the remaining 90 feet of tubing was not used for pipe
supports. This amount of salvage is an acceptable percentage for this type of
fabrication activity.
In suranary, PGandE records and inspection results confirm that the problem
identified was limited to one 20-foot section of 3 X 3 X 1/4 structural
tubing, and this 20-foot length of tubing was not used in any pipe support
installation at Diablo Canyon.

Laminations in tubular products rarely occur and are the result of a
transitory condition at the start of the roll of skelp (plate/strip)
material from which the tube is made. Center line laminations may occur
when the raw steel ingots and blooms are insufficiently cropped and
trimmed to remove the top center shrinkage which occurs during the
initial steel solidification. As the thick steel gets rolled to thinner
thickness, the length of the center line defect increases. Such a defect
would not, because of its inherent nature, run the full length of the
skelp which is formed into round tubing.

The round tube, is then run through a forming operation to make the square
or rectangular shape. At the start of a production run, while the
forming rolls are being adjusted to provide the correct size and
squareness, the tubes may not develop the required shape. This is
transitory while adjustments are made.

The nature of both conditions, laminations and questionable corners
dimensions, indicates that the length of tube in which these were found
should not have been shipped. However, because of the transitory nature
of the defects, it is not likely that additional defective material was
shipped.
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